1. Agreement on Purpose of Sub-Working Group
   a. develop guidelines to improve predictability of confusing similarity review of Fast Track process
   b. provide guidance for overall policy ( to increase predictability of overall policy)

2. Working Method
   1. Feed-back and input from the group on the process forward.
   2. Feedback and input on the strawman document, in particular do the questions cover the different aspects of the issues identified (all wg members, closing date 26 August).
   3. Update of strawman to consolidate the questions (closing date 30 August). If feasible a draft direction to resolve the questions will be included as well. This will be initial report
   4. Discussion to resolve questions raised per issue/topic identified, on-line an per conference calls.
   5. Update initial report per topic based on discussion and conclusion of the sub-working group. The goal is to conclude this by 20 September.
   6. Draft Final report which will include the recommendations. This is consolidation of all versions of the Initial reports. Working group to refine and adopt Final Report by 27 September
   7. Submit Final report to full IDN ccPDP WG for inclusion in IND ccPDP and submit it to the ccNSO Council for adoption and sending it to ICANN.

3. Update Strawman Document

4. Next Meetings

5. AOB